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Mil-Com Security Solutions Selected to Protect Critical Substation Infrastructure for Utility Companies 

Rowley, Massachusetts, September 24, 2014 – Mil-Com Security Solutions, a provider of the world’s most accurate and 

widely-fielded gunshot detection systems, today announced that it has been selected by several Power and Utility 

Companies to provide Boomerang Shooter Detection Systems to assist in the protection of their critical substation 

infrastructure. In the event of an active-shooting incident, the Boomerang system immediately reports the precise 

location of the shooter and relays this information to authorities on an interactive map, significantly enhancing response 

times and safety measures.  

As has been widely reported, PG&E sustained a deliberate and well planned gunfire attack on its Metcalf Substation last 

year that lasted for 19 minutes.  Without shooter detection systems in place, the event concluded before authorities 

could respond.  The parties responsible for this incident have yet to be apprehended.  

While other gunshot capabilities were evaluated, Boomerang was once again selected due to its industry leading 

performance, affordability, and ease of integration. Several companies on the West Coast and the Midwest will be 

installing the system over the next two months. 

“As they strive to protect employees and critical infrastructure across their footprint, Power and Utility Companies 

continue to see the value that Boomerang can provide as part of their enterprise-wide safety and security efforts,” said 

Christian Connors, CEO of Mil-Com.   “With more than 350 locations now being protected, Boomerang continues to be 

the preferred gunshot detection system for the power industry and other critical commercial locations.”  

 

About Mil-Com Security Solutions 

Drawing upon their vast experience in both the defense industry and the commercial market, Mil-Com Security Solutions 

provides multi-source defense and security products from shooter detection systems to video analytics software. Mil-

Com offers the most reliable, widely used, military and battle-tested products available, and specializes in critical 

infrastructure and perimeter protection with Boomerang shooter detection systems. Boomerang was developed in 

conjunction with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and Raytheon and is the most advanced and 

proven gunshot detection technology available on the commercial market. For more information, visit our website at 

www.milcom-security.com or call 617-835-6888. 
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